SEI Bulletin — July 11, 2018

Navigating the Insider Threat Tool Landscape: Low-Cost Technical Solutions to Jump-Start an Insider Threat Program

This report is intended for organizations that already have an established network security posture and would like to increase their insider threat program security posture with minimal software investment. It explores low cost tools available to organizations to help them jump-start the technical aspect of the insider threat program.

Read the report.

SEI NEWS

- Metcalf Named Co-Editor of New ACM Journal
- Microservice, Agile, and the Cloud Highlight SATURN 2018
- New SiLK Analysis Suite Release Available for Download
- SEI Research Combats Mounting Acquisition Costs
SEI Publications

- Navigating the Insider Threat Tool Landscape: Low-Cost Technical Solutions to Jump-Start an Insider Threat Program
- ROI Analysis of the System Architecture Virtual Integration Initiative

SEI Blog
Recent posts

- 10 Types of Application Security Testing Tools: When and How to Use Them
- Cache Poisoning of Mail Handling Domains Revisited

SEI Podcast Series
Available in video and audio formats

- Deep Learning in Depth: The Good, the Bad, and the Future
- Best Practices in Cyber Intelligence

SEI Events
Featured events

- Malware Technical Exchange Meeting
- SEI Software Engineering Workshop for Educators
- CERT Data Science in Cybersecurity Symposium

SEI Cyber Minute
Short video snapshots of SEI work from our experts
SEI Training

- [Creating a Computer Security Incident Response Team](#)
  August 13, 2018 (Arlington, Va.)
- [Managing Computer Security Incident Response Teams](#)
  August 14-16, 2018 (Arlington, Va.)

SEI Careers

Featured opportunities

- [Senior Machine Learning Research Scientist](#)
- [Situational Awareness Technical Manager](#)
- [All current opportunities](#)

About the SEI Bulletin

The SEI Bulletin is a biweekly newsletter designed to keep you up to date on SEI news, events, research, and other matters of interest to the SEI community. We hope you find the SEI Bulletin useful and informative.

Send Us Your Story

Do you have a story about how an SEI technology has positively affected your team or organization? If so, the SEI would like to hear about it. Send a short summary of your success to [info@sei.cmu.edu](mailto:info@sei.cmu.edu) and you could be featured in a future issue of the SEI Bulletin.
Our mailing address is

Software Engineering Institute | Carnegie Mellon University | 4500 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

info@sei.cmu.edu
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